
KIDS FLY HIGH



When the night falls in a child’s bedroom…

The constellations come into life through the cherished toys and the journey 

to imagination begins. Let’s fly high…

Auriga   4 > 11 pg

Orion   54 > 61 pg

Perseus   30 > 35 pg

Phoenix   36 > 53 pg

Centaurus   20 > 29 pg

Andromeda    12 > 19 pg

FLY HIGH COLLECTION 
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Auriga
I am looking for a while now at the rocking horse that my godmother brought me. 

I think it’s moving. “It’s true my dear friend, my name is Auriga and together 

we will go on the best journey of your life. Ready to travel from cloud to cloud?”
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Materials   |   Solid beech and coated mdf with beech veneer

Category E1   |   Water soluble ecological dyes

Auriga I

410 Lacquer 166
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Materials   |   Solid beech and coated mdf with beech veneer

Category E1   |   Water soluble ecological dyes

Auriga II

410 Lacquer 201
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Materials   |   Solid beech and coated mdf with beech veneer

Category E1   |   Water soluble ecological dyes

Auriga III

410 Lacquer  110



Andromeda
There is a shadow in the room. Someone is with me. Who? 

“Don’t be afraid, I’m Andromeda”, an old porcelain doll said. “We’ve been together 

for a long time and I think it’s time we met. Come on, let’s go for a walk”. 

“Where to?”, I asked timidly. “To the stars”, she responded and we flied high.
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Andromeda I

410 Lacquer 115

Materials   |   Solid beech and coated mdf with beech veneer

Category E1   |   Water soluble ecological dyes
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Andromeda II

Lacquer 105 421

Materials   |   Solid beech and coated mdf with beech veneer

Category E1   |   Water soluble ecological dyes
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Andromeda III

410 Lacquer 160

Materials   |   Solid beech and coated mdf with beech veneer

Category E1   |   Water soluble ecological dyes



Centaurus
This morning mom hang the new puppets on the wall. 

I don’t quite like them but one of them seems special. “And I really am. 

I am Centaurus and if you follow me, the sky, the galaxies, the universe won’t seem 

to you that far anymore. You feel like to?”
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Centaurus I

762

Materials   |   Solid beech and coated mdf with beech veneer

Category E1   |   Water soluble ecological dyes
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Centaurus II

410 Lacquer 166

Materials   |   Solid beech and coated mdf with beech veneer

Category E1   |   Water soluble ecological dyes
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Centaurus III

410 411

Materials   |   Solid beech and coated mdf with beech veneer

Category E1   |   Water soluble ecological dyes
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Centaurus IV

410 Lacquer 110 Lacquer 155

Materials   |   Solid beech and coated mdf with beech veneer

Category E1   |   Water soluble ecological dyes

 



Perseus
I am really happy. I am not alone. The only thing I have to do 

is to wind my little toy soldier, Perseus, and he will keep me company. There you go! 

“There is more, my loyal friend! Together we will go high, over the sky! Get ready!” 
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Lacquer 165 410 

Perseus I

Materials   |   Coated mdf with oak veneer   |   Category E1 

Water soluble ecological dyes  
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Lacquer 155 410

Perseus II

Materials   |   Coated mdf with oak veneer   |   Category E1 

Water soluble ecological dyes  



Phoenix
The dark has fallen but Phoenix, my imaginary rocket which helps me 

travel every night, doesn’t look like being in the mood for our regular journey. 

“Of course I am, I was just a bit delayed tonight. So? 

Which planet is waiting for you today?”
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Phoenix I

410 Lilac

Materials   |   Solid pitch pine and coated mdf with pitch pine veneer 

Category E1   |   Water soluble ecological dyes  
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Phoenix II

410 Light blue

Materials   |   Solid pitch pine and coated mdf with pitch pine veneer 

Category E1   |   Water soluble ecological dyes  
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Pink

Phoenix III

Beige

Materials   |   Solid pitch pine and coated mdf with pitch pine veneer 

Category E1   |   Water soluble ecological dyes  
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Phoenix IV

Pink White

Materials   |   Solid pitch pine and coated mdf with pitch pine veneer 

Category E1   |   Water soluble ecological dyes  
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Phoenix V

BlueWhite

Materials   |   Solid pitch pine and coated mdf with pitch pine veneer 

Category E1   |   Water soluble ecological dyes  
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Phoenix VI

White Green

Materials   |   Solid pitch pine and coated mdf with pitch pine veneer 

Category E1   |   Water soluble ecological dyes  
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Phoenix VII

RedWhite Beige

Materials   |   Solid pitch pine and coated mdf with pitch pine veneer 

Category E1   |   Water soluble ecological dyes  
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Phoenix VIII

Pink White

Materials   |   Solid pitch pine and coated mdf with pitch pine veneer 

Category E1   |   Water soluble ecological dyes  



Orion
Orion, the handsome prince who reigns in the kingdom of my room, is never late. 

Tonight he has promised me a different kind of journey. 

“Tonight you will meet my real kingdom, my own world”, he said and winked at me 

this morning. I can’t wait!
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Orion I

Light blue Melamine Maple

Materials   |   Solid pitch pine and colored melamine   |   Category E1 
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Orion II

Green or  Light Green Melamine Maple

Materials   |   Solid pitch pine and colored melamine   |   Category E1 
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Orion III

Pink Melamine Maple

Materials   |   Solid pitch pine and colored melamine   |   Category E1 

 



The de-code effect. 

The modern furniture construction company has entered dynamically in the sector with the creation of innovative furniture 

that distinguishes for its special style. 

Advanced technology meets long experience at the handmade constructions leading to the de-code effect. 

Always with respect to human, nature and raw materials, innovative products are designed which are able to be passed to the 

international markets as well as to prevail among the strongest companies. 

In order to accomplish the specific goal, de-code has formed cooperation relations with internationally renowned 

Greek designers who give prominence to the completeness of handmade constructions, the continuity of design, material 

quality and the usability of minimal aesthetics. 

Main principal of the company is to invest in long-term relations with both partners and clients. 

At the same time, terms such as consistency and reliability constitute fundamental characteristics for de-code given that its 

people are always punctual at their deliver time, flexible at any adjustments of the design and construction and incompatible 

with the quality and continuity of the materials. 

LIVING, KIDS, CONTRACT. The three categories constitute the basic axis of de-code, according to which the products 

are manufactured.

LIVING. Your personal space acquires substance through furniture that responds perfectly to the demands of the times. 

Eminent designers of the sector were based on simple lines, natural colors and quality materials so as to create your own cozy 

ambient. 

KIDS. The need for constant adjustment of a kid’s room, a need that goes hand in hand with the factor “time”, has led de-code 

to the formation of rooms that accompany the child at all phases of his infantile and later, adolescent life. 

Light colors and warm wood details reinforce the minimal design.

CONTRACT. The hotel equipment moves to a new dimension. After the study of the space, the company suggests the most 

suitable solutions which meet not only the style of the hotel but of the clients as well. Design meets ergonomics and initiates 

you to the world of luxury and well-being.
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de-code Dyes – Raw Materials
 

Colors with waters soluble ecological varnishes

For flawless finishings, we use superior quality water soluble ecological varnishes of high standards against 

humidity.

They distinguish for their long - term resistance thanks to their high flexibility and excellent UV protection. 

Additionally, because of their great levels of water content, they are considered fireproof, odorless, 

non-toxic, waterproof, warp and contractions - dilation resistant.    

Pure natural wood

de-code furniture are manufactured according to the greatest EU standards of solid pitch pine, 

beech plywood, mdf with veneer of category E1. 

Ecology 

de-code is perfectly tuned with EU legislation regarding the raw materials supply as it utilizes wood that 

strictly derives from controlled logging and reforestation areas.

 

The fact that de-code utilizes wood which is controlled and doesn’t contain hazardous substances such as 

pesticides and radiation while at the same time it has zero formaldehyde emissions, is quite important.  

Orange

It’s possible that the colors as depicted in the catalogue, to be slighlty different from the original ones. 
For this reason, ask us to send you the sample book of our company.
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Orange

Lacquer 165 Lacquer 1013Yellow

Lacquer 105

Pink

Blue

Lacquer 160Red Fuchsia Lacquer 155

Light Green

Lacquer 110

762

Lilac

Green

Lacquer 201

421 Lacquer 166Lacquer Light Green410

Lacquer 115Οξιά 4
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BASIC COLORS COMPLEMENTARY COLORS LACQUER COLORS

It’s possible that the colors as depicted in the catalogue, to be slighlty different from the original ones. 
For this reason, ask us to send you the sample book of our company.
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